Grapefruit is a healthy addition to a well-balanced diet. However, the fruit has been shown to affect the metabolism of many medications, increasing the risk of toxicity and adverse effects. Characteristics of oral medications that may interact with grapefruit include extensive metabolism through the intestinal cytochrome P450 3A4 system, low bioavailability, and a narrow therapeutic index. Prominent medications known to interact with grapefruit include statins, antiarrhythmic agents, immunosuppressive agents, and calcium channel blockers. There are equally effective alternatives to these drug classes that do not have the potential to interact with grapefruit. These alternative drugs may be substituted if a patient experiences or is at risk of a grapefruit-drug interaction. Patients also may choose to exclude grapefruit from their diets and consume other fruits, including other types of citrus, to avoid an interaction. (Am Fam Physician 2006;74:000-0, 000. Copyright © 2006 American Academy of Family Physicians.)

**Mechanism of Interaction**

The characteristics of medications that interact with grapefruit are well defined. The most significant of these characteristics is metabolism by the intestinal cytochrome P450 3A4 (CYP 3A4) system. CYP 3A4 is found in the liver and intestinal tract. Intestinal CYP 3A4 concentration can be decreased by 47 percent within four hours of grapefruit consumption.\(^4\) One study\(^5\) has shown that the interaction persists for up to 72 hours; therefore, it would be prudent to avoid grapefruit products for 72 hours before taking a medication with which they may interact.

Another study\(^6\) reported that consuming 8 oz of grapefruit juice can inhibit intestinal CYP 3A4 concentration for 24 to 72 hours. Therefore, separating the times of medication administration and grapefruit consumption is not a plausible solution.\(^5,6\)

It is important to note that because of genetic polymorphism, persons have varying amounts of intestinal CYP 3A4; consequently, the extent of an interaction is not predictable from patient to patient.\(^7,8\)

The substance or substances in grapefruit that inhibit intestinal CYP 3A4 have not been identified. In addition, grapefruit may decrease the intestinal transport of drugs into the circulation.\(^7\) Because intestinal CYP

---

**The most significant characteristic that determines drug interaction with grapefruit is metabolism by the intestinal cytochrome P450 3A4 system.**

---

**G**rapefruit is a citrus fruit that is low in calories; rich in vitamin C, potassium, and dietary fiber; and has been a recommended fruit of the American Heart Association’s “Healthy Heart Campaign.”\(^1\) The authors of a study\(^2\) that used grapefruit juice to mask the taste of ethanol inadvertently discovered an interaction between grapefruit and the calcium channel blocker felodipine (Plendil). They observed that patients who consumed grapefruit juice had felodipine plasma concentrations two to three times higher than normal levels.\(^2\)

The discovery of this and other clinically significant interactions may have caused health care professionals to hesitate before universally recommending grapefruit as part of a healthy diet. Because grapefruit-drug interactions exist, strategies should be devised to manage potential interactions. A patient may choose to exclude grapefruit from his or her diet and substitute other fruits, including any other citrus.\(^3\) If the patient wishes to continue to consume grapefruit products, an alternate medication that does not have the potential to interact with grapefruit may be prescribed.
When considering how to manage grapefruit-drug interactions, a physician should first decide if the interaction is clinically relevant. A number of medications (e.g., angiotensin receptor blockers, buspirone [BuSpar], estrogens, fexofenadine [Allegra], itraconazole [Sporanox], sildenafil [Viagra], triazolam [Halcion], warfarin [Coumadin]) reportedly or theoretically interact with grapefruit. However, many of these interactions have not been proven clinically significant, or inconsistent data exist.10-18 Table 19,19-30 describes medication classes that have had documented, clinically significant interactions with grapefruit products, and possible alternative therapies for these drugs.

The importance of clearly understanding possible interactions between drugs and grapefruit products is becoming more evident. The manufacturers of cyclosporine (Neoral) and simvastatin (Zocor) have gone so far as to place warnings on their drugs’ package inserts.25,31 Members of various family medicine departments develop articles for “Clinical Pharmacology.” This is one in a series coordinated by Allen F. Shaughnessy, Pharm. D., and Andrea E. Gordon, M.D., Tufts University Family Medicine Residency, Malden, Mass.
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